"The ultimate authority on the English language as well as a history of English speech and thought from its infancy to the present day." -The Times "The greatest work in dictionary making ever undertaken." -The New York Times The Oxford English Dictionary has been the last word on words for over a century... and now, for the first time in its long history, it can be accessed ONLINE.
A An n i il ll lu us st tr ri io ou us s p pa as st t, , a an n e ex xc ci it ti in ng g f fu ut tu ur re e. .. .. .

First Edition
The Oxford English Dictionary is widely acknowledged to be the most authoritative and comprehensive dictionary of English in the world, and the definitive record of English language development over the last millennium.
Why?
Because the 20-volume OED offers extraordinary breadth and depth of coverage, combined with a unique historical focus.
It is an unrivalled guide to both the meaning and usage of English words -both present and past.
It traces the evolution of over 600,000 words from across the English-speaking world through 2.4 million quotations from a wide range of sources -from classic literature and specialist periodicals to film scripts, wills, and cookery books.
The OED also offers the best in etymological analysis, listings of variant spellings, and shows pronunciation using the International Phonetic Alphabet.
What are the benefits of OED Online?
x Unprecedented access to the 20-volume Second Edition and 3 Additions Series volumes, plus at least 1,000 new and revised words each quarter
x Select how entries are displayed by turning pronunciations, etymologies, variant spellings, and quotations on and off
x Everything from simple word look-ups to proximity searching, using any of the fields in the Dictionary, can be done with speed and ease
x Find a term when you know the meaning but have forgotten the word x Use wildcards if you are unsure of a spelling, or if you want to search for words with common characteristics
x Search for quotations from a specified year, or from a particular author and/or work 
Charting the past, present, and future of English
The OED is changing For the first time since it was completed in 1928, the Dictionary is being completely revised, and online publication enables the "treasure house of the English language" to move with the times as never before.
At least 1,000 new and revised words will be released each quarter, offering subscribers to OED Online unique access to the latest research.
What's more, nothing will be discarded, nothing overwritten. Subscribers can compare revised entries with entries from the Second Edition to see how language has changed and how new scholarship has increased understanding of our linguistic and cultural heritage. 
Updated quarterly
Why update? x The current Second Edition is an amalgamation of the original edition (published between 1884 and 1928) and 4 supplementary volumes, so the majority of material is unchanged since the early years of the century x Language is constantly evolving: new words appear, and meanings of existing words change x New scholarship enables all aspects of existing entries to be improved
The revision programme -what is involved?
x Oxford University Press has committed £34 million to bringing the OED up to date -making the revision programme the world's largest humanities research project x Every word and every sense is being fully updated to take account of the latest changes in language and scholarship. 
